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NUMERICAL METHOD OF CALCULATION OFTRANSMISION PROCESSES INTO THEASINKHRON ELECTRIC DRIVE WHICHINCLUDES THE SECTION WITH LOSSES ANDDISTRIBUTED PARAMETERS
Abstract

The numerical method of calculation of transmision processes into the asinkhronelectric drive which includes the section with losses and distributed parametersis o�ered here. The essence of o�ered numerical method is based on the using ofdiscret analog of convolution's integral equipment. Here the received algorithmare comfortable for computer realization for solving of dynamics tasks in signedsystems.
Electric drives in the oil production which includes the objects with long pipesare determined as the systems with distributed parameters [1].The real analogs of such system are the drilling electric drives which includes thedrill pipe string which during the rotor drilling of oil wells can be determined as theobject with distributed parameters [1, 3-6].The calculation of the transmission processes which occurs into the drill elec-tric drives is necessary for creation of security and control means by increasing ordecreasing of angle velocity and rotation moment in case of accidents [1].At the present time the creation of calculation methods for investigation of trans-mission processes into the electric drives with the distributed parameters is very ac-tual task because of the wide application of computer technique in the engineeringcalculations practice.One of the most e�cient calculation methods of transmission processes calcu-lation into the objects with distributed parameters, which described by partionequation of hyperbolic type is the numerical method [1,3,4], based on the theory ofpulse systems and mathematical apparatus of Laplace discrete transform [2]. Suchapproach allows to �nd the transmission processes which held in the objects withdistributed parameters, without �nding of solution of characteristically equation ofoperator coe�cient distribution of wave spreading and operator wave resistance intothe rows that allow to make mathematical equations easily and calculations moreexactly.Into the work [1] on the base of pulse systems theory and the mathematicalapparatus of discrete, Laplace transforms, the analytical method of telegraph equa-tions solution for beginning point (x = 0) of object with distributed parameters with0:05 � �T � 1:5; 0:05 � �T � 1:5 (� - the coe�cient of wave damping; �- thecoe�cient of distortion, T = 2� ; � is the time of the wave running to the one end
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of the object with distributed parameters ) is o�ered here. Here the approximationof the endless sum was made here. The sum includes the Bessel functions, gridfunctions.In works [3,4] is given the further development of analytical method [1] for nu-merical calculation of transmission processes into the electric drives with distributedparameters, which describes by telegraph equations in case of complicated boundaryconditions.In this article o�ered the generalized numerical method of calculation of trans-mission processes into the asinkhron electric drive which includes the section withlosses and distributed parameters.The essence of the o�ered numerical method is based on the using of the dis-creet analog of convolution's integral equipment. Here the received algorithm arecomfortable for computer realization for solving of dynamics tasks in signed systems[5,6].The advantage of the o�ered method is that it allows to �nd the transmissionprocesses in the any point of original system with distributed parameters with any� T and � T without crossing to the area of discrete images and also allows thecrossing from Laplace images of �nned functions into originals area without �ndingof solution of characteristic equation, that make the mathematical calculations easilyand wide the area of practical tasks solutions.Let's describe the transmission processes into the asynchrony electric drive, whichincludes the drill pipe string with distributed parameters without the loading on theending.The equation of movement of drilling electric drive in case linear mechanicalcharacteristic of drive in the grid form has the following view:

I(!H [n+ 1]� !H [n])=T=� = a1 � b1!H [n]�Mc[n]; (1)
where I the inertia moment of electric drive; a1; b1 the parameters of drive's mechan-ical characteristic; !�� the beginning value of the rotation frequency of the electricdrive; �!H [n]; Mc[n] the values of the rotation frequency and the loading momentof the electric drive in the grid form for the beginning point of the drill pipe stringwith the distributed parameters; � any numerical value.The error of calculations connected to the value of �. As the chosen � biggeras the characteristics of continuous functions various from the consequently gridcharacteristics. In described case for the drilling electrical drive the load is the longwale with the distributed parameters with the boring bit in the end.The transition processes which occurs in the drill pipe string as the object, withdistributed parameters in case of rotation oscillation with the account of rubbing be-tween the columns of pipes and the clay solution describes by the telegraph equation
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[1,3,4]: �@!@x = k1@M@t + k3M;

�@M@x = k2@!@t + k4!; 0 � x � l; (2)
where ! = !(x; t) turn velocity; M = M(x; t) rotation moment; k1; k2; k3; k4 areconsequently the elasticness, inertia, yield and losses for rubbing of elementary partof the drill pipe string; l the length of the drill pipe string.The initial conditions are { zero.

!(x; t)t=0 = 0; M(x; t)t=0 = 0:
The boundary conditions have the view:

!(x; t)x=0 = !H(t); M(x; t)x=0 = 0l;
where wH(t) arbitrary low of velocity's changing in the beginning of the stringchanging of the rotation velocity in the end of the string.In case of the solution of o�ered task �rstly we must receive the Laplace imagesfor functions !(x; t); M(x; t).By using of this method with the appearing of the beginning and boundary con-ditions from the solution of di�erential equations system (2) we receive the equationfor the above mentioned functions in operating form.

!(x; s) = ch(l � x)chl !H(s); (3)
M(x; s) = 1b(s) � sh(l � x)chl !H(s); (4)

where  = (s) =p(sk1 + k3)(sk2 + k4) the operative constant of wave sprearing;b(s) =rsk1 + k3sk2 + k4 operative wave resistance of drill pipe string;s -Laplace transition operator;!(x; s); M(x; s); !H(s) functions' Laplace images !(x; t); M(x; t); !H(t).The second step of the task's solution connected to the making of the crossingfrom the Laplace images (3), (4)into the originals domain.The di�erence from the works [1,3,4] is that here is o�ered the another approachthe essence of which is in following.The equations (5), (6) in accordance to the approach o�ered in [4,5] can bepresent as:
M(�; s)1s =rk2k1

�1 + k4k2 1s
� 1q(s+ �)2 � �2 �

e�2l� � e2l(1��)1 + e2l !H(s) (5)
!(�; s)1s

�1 + k4k2 1s
� 1q(s+ �)2 � �2 = �1 + k4k2 1s

� 1q(s+ �)2 � �2�
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�e�2� � e2(1��)1 + e2l !H(s); (6)

where  = (s) = 1�q(p+ �)2 � �2; � = 1=pk1k2 -the velocity of the wave running;
b =rk1k2 -the wave resistance of the drill pipe string without account of losses.

� = 12
�k3k1 + k4k2

� ; � = 12
�k3k1 � k4k2

� ; � = x2l :
In particularly case if k4 = 0 then � = �. In case of � = 0 in such called balancedstrings with the following equations of parameters k3k1 = k4k2 :In case of � = 0; b =rk1k2 .

M(�; s) �1s + k1(s)� =rk2k6�
� �k2(s) + k4k1k0(s)� k4(s)� k4k2k5(s)

�!H(s);
(7)

!(�; s) �k6(s) + k4k2k7(s) + k0(s) + k4k2k4(s)
� =

= �k2(s) + k4k2k3(s) + k9(s) + k4k2k5(s)
�!H(s);

(8)
where

k1(s) = e�ls ; k2(s) = e�2l�q(s+ �)2 � �2 ; k3(s) = 1s e�2l�q(s+ �)2 � �2 ;

k4(s) = e�2l(l��)q(s+ �)2 � �2 ; k5(s) = 1s e�2l(l��)q(s+ �)2 � �2 ;
k6(s) = 1q(s+ �)2 � �2 ; k7(s) = 1s 1q(s+ �)2 � �2 ;

k8(s) = e�2lq(s+ �)2 � �2 ; k9(s) = 1s e�2lq(s+ �)2 � �2 :
On the base of convolution theorem after the crossing from (7) and (8) accord-
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ingly images to the equation with origlnals we receive:

tZ
9 M(t� �; �)1(�)d� + tZ

2l
�

M(t� �; �)k1(�)d� = 6b
2664

tZ
2l�
�

!H(t� �)k2(�)d�+

+k4k1
tZ
2l�
�

!H(t� �)k4(�)d� � tZ
2l(1��)

�

!H(t� �)k3(�)d��

�k4k2
tZ

2l(1��)
�

!H(t� �)k3(�)d�
3775 ;

(9)

tZ
0 !(t� �; �)k6(�)d� + k4k2

tZ
0 !(t� �; �)k7(�)d� + tZ

2l
�

!(t� �; �)k8(�)d�+

+k4k2
tZ
2l
�

!(t� �; �)k9(�)d� = tZ
2l�
�

!H(t� �)k2(�)d� + k4k2
tZ
2l�
�

!H(t� �)k4(�)d�+

+ tZ
2l(1��)

�

!H(t� �)k4(�)d� + k4k2
tZ

0l(1��)
�

!H(t� �)k5(�)d�;

(10)

where k1(t); :::; k9(t) known originals - of transidion functions k6(s); :::; k9(s).Integral equations (9), (10) can be calculated numerically if to make changeof integrals to sums. Therefore in accordance to the work [1,3-6], by using of theconnection between the continuous time t and discrete in view , we make the dis-cretization of equation (3), (10) with chosen interval with the changing of operationof continuous integration to sums by the rectangle method.In this case instead (9), (10)we rmceive:
M [n; �] = 1b

 nPm=��
�k2[m] + k4k2 T� k3[m]�� nPm=�(1��)�

��k4[m]� k4k2 T� k5[m]��!H(n�m)�
� nPm=�k1[m]M [n�m; �]� n�1Pm=0M [m; �];

(11)
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![n; �] = A(" nPm=��
�k2[m] + k4k2 T� k3[m]�+ nPm=�(1��)

�k4[m] + k4k2 T� k5[m]�#�
�!H [n�m]� nPm=�

�k8[m] + k4k4 T� k9[m]�!H [n�m; �]�
�n�1Pm=0

�k6[n�m] + k4k2 T� k7[n�m]�![m; �]� ; (12)where
A = 1

1 + k4k2 T�
; k4k2 T� = 6�(�T � �T ):

if n < �

k3[n] =
8>>>>><>>>>>:

0
e��T + aT nPm=�+1e�

�T� m I1��T� pm2 � �2�pm2 � �2

9>>>>>=>>>>>;
if n > �

k2[n] = e��T� nI0��T� pn2 � (��)2� ; k5[n] = nPm=��k2[m];
k4[n] = e��T� nI0��T� pn2 � [�(1� �)]2� ; k5[n] = nPm=�(5��)k4[m];

k6[n] = e��T� nI0��T� n� ; k7[n] = nPm=0k4[m];
k8[n] = e��T� nI0��T� pn2 � �2� ; k9[n] = nPm=�k8[m]:

Received recurent equations (11), (12) easily realizeq on the computer.In the recurent equations (11), (12) we have the unknown function �!H [n].Determination of its values making as follows:By placirg of � = 0 into the recurent equatiln (11) we receive the following
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equation for loading moment Mc[n] = MH [n]:

MH [n] = 1b
� nPm=0

�k02[m] + k4k2 T� k03[m]�� nPm=�
�k04[m]� k4k2 T� k05[m]���

�!H [n�m]� nPm=�k1[m]MH [n�m]� n�1Pm=0MH [n�m]; (13)
where

k12[n] = e��T
� I0��T� n� ; k03[n] = nX

m=0k10[m]; k17[n] = k1[n];
k14[n] = e��T

� I0��T� pn2 � (�)2� ; k15[n] = nX
m=�k14[m]:

By placing of grid fjnction values MH [n] from (13) inlo (1) we receive
!H [n+ 1] = a1c1 + (1� b1c1)!H [n]� c1MH [n](14);where c1 = T=I�.The error of calculations connected with the value of �. As the value of �bigger, as the characteristics of continuous functions varies from the consequentlycharacteristics of grid functions.Thus, if we know the value of grid function !H [n], the crossing to the �nding ofchanging of rotation velocity and rotation moment in any point of present systemby means of recurrent equations (11) and (12) made.
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